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Freedom From Fear The American
To those fleeing violence and torture in their native countries, America still stands for the freedoms that made us great—and the most important to them, freedom from fear. Editor’s Note ...
To This Doctor’s Immigrant Patients America Still Stands for Freedom
So, have you gotten the vaccine yet?” The question, a friendly greeting to Betty Smith, the pastor’s wife, lingered in the air as the four church women sat down for their regular Tuesday coffee and ...
Faith, Freedom, Fear: Rural America's COVID Vaccine Skeptics
Resistance to the coronavirus vaccines is widespread in white, Republican communities like this one in Appalachia. But it’s far more complicated than just a partisan divide.
Faith, freedom, fear all factor into rural America’s COVID vaccine skepticism
Rep. Torres, who is calling for a top to bottom review of ICE, and Rebecca Press, join MSNBC’s host of “American Voices” Alicia Menendez to discuss the continued plight of those who are ...
‘It’s about freedom from fear’: Deportations loom despite Biden executive order
An American in the early 19th century rests a flintlock on his shoulder and turns his eyes westward in pursuit of a better life. His rifle provides food and self-defense ...
Opinion: American exceptionalism and the Second Amendment
Whether you’re on the Right or the Left, I bet you’ll agree: politics has changed a lot recently – and not for the better.
GRANT CALLEN: Disagreeing is as American as Apple Pie
The 240th commemoration of Túpac Amaru’s vicious execution comes up on Tuesday May 18. He continues to rest in power.
Túpac Amaru: Senior Prefect In the Liberation Pantheon, By Owei Lakemfa
The right of revolution requires the means of revolution and this is the reason the Second Amendment exists. The American Revolution was Successful ...
The American Revolution was Successful Because Citizens had Guns
The Freedom Riders movement began 60 years ago, launching a targeted effort against segregation in the South. How did it influence today's protests?
Could the Freedom Riders make a difference against today’s racism?
Opponents of Belarusian strongman Alyaksandr Lukashenka can face arrest simply for displaying the red-and-white colors of the opposition, even on socks. The longtime authoritarian leader is doubling ...
Belarus's Lukashenka Doubles Down On Fear (And Throws In Some Bleach) To Silence Pro-Democracy Opponents
"There is no freedom without facing fear. I learned this the hard way in February 2021 when I was hit by a reckless truck driver on my Royal Enfield motorcycle ...
Alec Loftus: Freedom and fear: Motorcycling through India during COVID-19
Bloom has a worthy successor in Greg Lukianoff, (a self-described “pro-choice” liberal and atheist who has worked for environmental causes and the ACLU), who is President of the Foundation for ...
Cancel Culture’s Freedom FROM Speech
Intolerance, partisan tensions and growing anxiety all create challenges for faith communities, according to religion and policy experts.
What’s the biggest threat to religious freedom in America today?
Many may know the story of Mitsuye Endo, the Sacramento-raised Japanese American who fought and won her freedom from incarceration during World War II, but few know ...
Graphic novel shows Japanese American WWII activists like you've never seen
The greater the fear, the greater the loss of press freedom. Of course governments dislike appearing afraid, so they hide their fear under the cover of 'a reasonable excuse'. Such an excuse is ...
Press freedom: how governments are using COVID as an excuse to crack down on the public's right to know
The head of a religious group, who attacked trans athletes, is using AT&T Stadium, where the Dallas Cowboys play, to hold a gathering in July.
Opinion: Don't use Dallas Cowboys' name, AT&T Stadium to mainstream anti-trans hate
The clarion call for human rights, equality and freedom in our brave new world of 2021 is being driven by the changing of guard in the world's pecking order. China's ascent is underpinned by ...
Anti-China vitriol in the West creates climate of fear for Chinese immigrants
The anti-labor bias of the American Legislative Executive Council ... And if there is one thing that Idaho’s Republican legislators fear, it’s the Freedom Foundation. The Freedom Foundation ...
Opinion: Freedom Foundation and Republican politicians fear education
Resistance is widespread in white, Republican communities like this one in Appalachia. But it’s far more complicated than just a partisan divide.
Faith, freedom, fear: Understanding rural America’s COVID vaccine skeptics
Communities like Greeneville and its surroundings — rural, overwhelmingly Republican, deeply Christian, 95% white — are on the radar of President Joe Biden and American health officials as ...
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